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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider several new versions of approximate
string matching with gaps. The main characteristic of these new
versions is the existence of gaps in the matching of a given
pattern in a text. Algorithms are sketched for each version and
their time and space complexity is stated. The specific versions
of approximate string matching have various applications in
computerized music analysis.
Keywords: String Algorithms, Approximate String Matching,
Dynamic Programming, Computerized Music Analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the problem of pattern matching in strings one is interested in
finding all occurrences of a pattern in a text. When we consider
the approximate version of this problem we do not require a
perfect matching but a matching that is good enough to satisfy
certain criteria. The problem of finding substrings of a text

similar to a given pattern has been extensively studied in recent
years because it has a variety of applications including file
comparison, spelling correction, information retrieval, searching
for similarities among biosequences and computerized music
analysis.
One of the most common variants of the approximate string
matching problem is that of finding substrings that match the
pattern with at most k-differences. In this case, k defines the
approximation extent of the matching (the edit distance with
respect to the three edit operations - mismatch, insert, delete).
This paper focuses in one special type of approximate matching
that mainly arises in musical information retrieval, i.e. δapproximate matching. It is well known that a musical score can
be represented as a string. This can be accomplished by defining
the alphabet to be the set of notes in the chromatic or diatonic
notation or the set of intervals that appear between notes. These
algorithms can be easily used in the analysis of musical works
in order to discover similarities between different musical
entities that may lead to establishing a "characteristic signature"
[4].

In addition, efficient algorithms for computing approximate
matching and repetitions of substrings are also used in
molecular biology [6,11,13] and particularly in DNA
sequencing by hybridization, reconstruction of DNA sequences
from known DNA fragments, in human organ and bone marrow
transplantation as well as the determination of evolutionary
trees among distinct species.
Because exact matching cannot help us find occurrences of a
particular melody in a musical work due to the transformation
of the particular melody throughout the whole musical work we
are compelled to use approximate matching that can absorb, to
some extent, this transformation and report the occurrences of
this melody. The transformation in different occurrences of a
particular melody throughout a musical play is translated into
errors of different occurrences of a substring with respect to an
initial pattern. Quantity δ defines the error margins of such an
approximation.
In [2], algorithms Shift-And and Shift-Plus were presented as
efficient solutions to find all δ-occurrences of a given pattern in
a text. The Shift-And algorithm is based on the constant time
computation of different states for each symbol in the text by
using bitwise techniques. Therefore, the overall complexity is
linear to the size of the text. We must also mention that it is
possible to adapt efficient exact pattern matching algorithms to
this kind of approximation. For example, in [10] adaptations of
the Tuned-Boyer-Moore [9] and the Skip-Search [3] algorithm
were presented.
In this paper we present solutions for various versions of the
problem of matching with gaps that was introduced in [5]. This
problem is defined as follows: given a musical sequence x and a
motif p, find all occurrences of p in x such that
pi = x j i , ∀i ∈ {1,!, m} , where m is the length of p. Note that p
occurs

at

position

j1

of

x

with

a

gap

sequence

G = (g1 , g 2 ,!, g m −1 ) , with g i = ji − ji +1 − 1 , ∀i ∈ {1,!, m − 1}

position u + 1 of string x. The starting position of w in x is the
position u + 1 , while position u + w is said to be the end
position of w in x. A string w is a prefix of x, if x is of the form
wu and is a suffix if x is of the form uw.
We define as the concatenation of two strings x and y the string
xy. The concatenations of k copies of a string x is denoted by
x k . Note that self-concatenations can result in strings of
exponential size. For two strings x = x1 , x2 ,!, xn and
y = y1 , y 2 ,!, y m such that xn − i +1 ,!, xn = y1 ,!, yi for some
i ≥ 1 , the string x1 ,!, xn , yi ,!, y m is the superposition of x
and y. In this case we say that x and y overlap.
At this point, we are going to give formally the notion of error
introduced in approximate string matching. Assume that δ and γ
are integers. Two symbols α, b of alphabet Σ are said to be δapproximate, denoted as a =δ b , if and only if a − b ≤ δ . We
δ

say that two strings x, y are δ-approximate, denoted as x = y if
and only if x = y and x =δ y .
Two strings x, y are said to be γ-approximate, denoted as
x =γ y , if and only if

x= y

and

x
∑ i =1 xi − yi < γ .

Furthermore, we say that two strings x, y are (δ,γ)-approximate
if both conditions are satisfied.
The error in the first case (δ-approximate) is defined locally for
each symbol in a string. In the second case (γ-approximate) the
error is defined in a more global sense and allows us to
distribute the error on the symbols unevenly.
3. δ-OCCURRENCE AND (δ,γ)-OCCURRENCE WITH
α-BOUNDED GAPS

and j1 < j2 < ! < jm . The different versions of the problem of
matching with gaps are extracted by the different constraints
posed on the structure of the gaps.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 some
definitions are given. In section 3 the problem of computing δoccurrences with α-bounded gaps is considered. In section 4 we
consider the problem of computing approximate occurrences
with α-strict-bounded gaps. Both algorithms were described in
[5]. In section 5 the case with unbounded gaps is considered. In
[5] a different algorithm was given for this version. In section 6
we describe the case where we try to minimize the sum of the
differences of consecutive gaps while in section 7 we consider
the case where we try to bound the difference of consecutive
gaps. In section 8 a generalized version of section 3 is given
where the pattern is composed by strings of arbitrary size
allowing the existence of gaps only between different strings.
Finally, we give some conclusions in section 9.

The problem of computing δ-occurrence with α-bounded gaps is
formally defined as follows: given a string t = t1,!, tn , a

2. DEFINITIONS

0 ≤ k ≤ j : (k ∈ ∆(π i ) and ( j − k ≤ α )) 
LastOccur j (π i ) = max 

or (k = 0 )


Let Σ be an alphabet. A string is defined as a sequence of zero
or more symbols from Σ . The empty string, that is the string
with zero symbols, is denoted by e. The set of all strings over an
alphabet Σ is denoted as Σ* . A string x of length n is
represented by the sequence x1 , x2 ,!, xn , where xi ∈ Σ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n . We call w a substring of string x if x is of the form
uwv for u, v ∈ Σ . We also say that substring w occurs at

pattern p = p1,!, pm and integers α, δ, check whether there is
a δ-occurrence of p in t with gaps whose sizes are bounded by
constant α.
The basic idea of the algorithm described in [5] is the
computation of continuously increasing prefixes of pattern p in
text t so that finally we compute the δ-occurrence of the whole
pattern p. That is, the algorithm is an incremental procedure that
is based on dynamic programming.
Define the set of all non-empty prefixes of pattern p to be
Prefixes( p ) . Formally speaking, Prefixes( p ) = {π1,π 2 ,!,π m } ,

where, π i = p1,!,i . We denote by the set ∆(π ) the set of

positions k in text t such that there is a δ-occurrence of π with αbounded gaps that ends at position k.
The incremental computation is involved in the construction of
the following table:

If LastOccur j (π i ) = 0 , then there are no δ-occurrences with αbounded gaps of prefix πi before position j in text t. Because of
the fact that we expect the number of δ-occurrences with αbounded gaps for all π i to be constant for a position j, the

algorithm is expected to run in linear time O (n ) for typical

input. If LastOccur j (π i ) ≠ 0 , then we have a δ-occurrence of

10.
11.

then we conclude that there is a δ-occurrence of p with αbounded gaps. The computation of this table is done
incrementally on the columns of the table, that is we move one
symbol at a time in text t and for this symbol we try to find δoccurrences for the set Prefixes( p ) . Therefore, the computation
of a new column of this table is implemented by trying to
extend the δ-occurrences of previous prefixes by a single
symbol of the text. If we succeed, then we store at the new
column the new position of the δ-occurrence, otherwise we
store the position of the last match (if of course the gap
invariant has not been violated, in which case we store value 0).
The table described above can be obtained by using the
Dynamic Programming approach. We fill a matrix D0!m,0!n ,

12.

π i before position j. Thus, if for some j, LastOccur j (π i ) ≠ 0 ,

where Di, j corresponds to LastOccur j (π i ) . This is computed

as follows:

(

Di, j

) (
(
) (

) (
)

 j , if t j =δ pi and j − Di −1, j −1 ≤ α + 1 and Di −1, j −1> 0

=  Di , j −1, if t j ≠δ pi and j − Di, j −1 < α + 1

0, otherwise

)

The above computation basically implements the incremental
algorithm whose notion is described above. Thus, if Di, j = j
then there is a match between t j and pi , while the prefix π i −1
has a δ-occurrence at a position given by Di −1, j −1 and the
formed gap is ≤ α . If Di, j = Di , j −1 then there is no match
between t j and pi , and thus we are not able to extend the δoccurrence of prefix π i −1 to π i and as a result in Di, j we store
the previous value of Di, j −1 as long as the gap invariant is not
violated. We store in Di, j the value 0 in every other case.
Boundary conditions of matrix D are as follows:
D0,0 = 1, Di ,0 = 0 and D0, j = j
The first boundary condition is by definition while the second
one is an easy consequence of the definition of table LastOccur.
The third boundary condition is easily extracted if we assume
that the empty string e is always matched with every symbol of
the alphabet. The algorithm δ − Bounded − Gaps that computes
matrix D is listed in figure 1. The running time of the specific
algorithm is O (mn ) and the space used is also O (mn ) .
However, in practice we can use only linear O (n ) space since
the computation of each row depends only on the previous row.

δ − Bounded − Gaps (t , n, p, m, δ , a )
1. // Initialization
2. D0,0 = 1
3.
4.

for i=1 to m do
Di ,i −1 = 0

5.

Di ,0 = 0

6.
7.

for j=1 to n do
D0, j = j

8.
9.

// Main Step
for i=1 to m do

for j=i to n do
if p i = δ t j then // Match
if j − Di −1, j −1 ≤ a + 1 & Di −1, j −1 > 0
then Di , j = j else

13.
14.

Di , j = 0

else // Mismatch
if j − Di, j −1 ≤ a then Di , j = Di , j −1
else Di , j = 0

15.

if p m = δ t j & Dm, j > 0 then Report ( j )
Figure 1: δ-Bounded-Gaps algorithm

δ − Bounded − Gaps − Trace(D, i, j )
1. l = j
2. for k=i to 1 step–1 do
3.
Report (k , l )
l = D k −1,l −1
4.
Figure 2: δ-Bounded-Gaps-Trace algorithm
If we want to retrieve a match, we can use matrix D and
perform a trace-back procedure. In fact, the trace-back from any
cell is the reversed procedure of the construction of matrix D. In
this way, we perform a trace-back from any cell reported in line
15 of the algorithm listed in figure 1 using the algorithm listed
in figure 2. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(m ) and
the space complexity is O (mn ) . Another option would be to use
Hirschberg's divide and conquer technique [8]. The total time
used by this approach is O (mn ) , while the space is linear
O (m + n ) .
Now we are going to explore briefly the problem of computing
(δ,γ)-occurrences of a pattern with α-bounded gaps. This
problem is formally defined as follows: given a string
t = t1,!, tn , a pattern p = p1,!, pm and integers α, δ, γ check
if there is a (δ,γ)-occurrence of p with α-bounded gaps in t.
Note that in this version we have to satisfy a global criterion (γoccurrence) simultaneously with a local criterion (α-boundedgaps). The local criterion is satisfied by forming each π i from
the combination of the δ-occurrence of pi with the closest to
the left δ-occurrence of pi −1 . This means that there may be
some other pi −1 that occurred earlier without violating the gap
invariant but it is not reported as an occurrence of p. As a result,
we cannot maintain the global invariant posed by γ by simply
throwing away occurrences of p that do not satisfy it because
there are occurrences of p that are not computed by matrix D.
Thus, we need to compute matrix D in a way such that
occurrences of p also satisfy the global invariant.
The computation of D is performed exactly as above except that
as we scan each symbol of the text (that is, as we compute each
column of matrix D) we maintain for each pi a double linked
list with occurrences of π i −1 , such that the gap invariant is not
violated. This means that the head of the list contains the
position of occurrence of pi −1 that is closer to the position we
are currently scanning, while the tail contains the occurrence of
pi −1 that has the largest distance from the current position
among the elements in the list. All occurrences stored in this list
satisfy the gap invariant with respect to the current position.
When we find a δ-occurrence of pi that extends an occurrence

of π i −1 to an occurrence of a π i we add it to the head of the list
of symbol p i +1 . When we scan a text symbol, we may also
delete the element at the tail of the double linked list, since the
gap invariant may be violated. Note that in every symbol
scanned we make O (1) work in each list since we may delete or
insert at most one element. Note also that the maximum length
of such a list will be equal to α.
The use of the lists is as follows. When we encounter a δoccurrence of pi we form π i by letting pi −1 be the minimum
error δ-occurrence of pi −1 among the δ-occurrences stored in
the list corresponding to pi . In order to find the minimum error
δ-occurrence we have to scan the whole list that results in a
time cost of O (α ) . We can reduce this cost to O (1) if we use
min-deques [7]. We also keep the costs of π i , i = 1,!, m , in an
auxiliary matrix C. If there is an occurrence at matrix D then by
using matrix C we can deduce whether this is a γ-occurrence.
The time complexity for this version is O (mn ) , while the space
complexity is O (nm + mα ) = O(mn ) .
4. δ-OCCURRENCE AND (δ,γ)-OCCURRENCE WITH
STRICT BOUNDED GAPS
The problem of computing δ-occurrence with α-strict-bounded
gaps is formally defined as follows: given a string t = t1 ,!, t n ,
a pattern p = p1 ,!, p m and integers α, δ check if there is a δoccurrence of p with α-strict-bounded gaps in t, that is with
gaps with length equal to α. Obviously, this problem is a
restriction of the problem defined in the previous section. Due
to the fact that gaps must have length equal to α, we can easily
solve the problem by splitting t into substrings wi as follows:
wk = t k , t k +α +1 , t k + 2(α +1),!, ∀k ∈ {1!α + 1}
Using known algorithms for δ-approximate matching such as δTurbo-Boyer-Moore [10] or Shift-And [2] we can check whether
p occurs in any of substrings wi . If, for example, p occurs in
wi at position j, then we say that there is a δ-occurrence of p

with α-strict-bounded gaps at position i + ( j − 1)(α + 1) . It is easy
to see that the running time is linear as

1
∑αi =+1 wi = n and the

running time of the algorithms used is linear to the length of the
text.
The problem of computing (δ,γ)-occurrence with α-strictbounded gaps is formally defined as follows: given a string
t = t1 ,!, t n , a pattern p = p1 ,!, pn and integers α, δ, γ, check
if there is a (δ,γ)-occurrence of p with α-strict-bounded gaps in
t.
This problem can be solved similarly, but instead of using δTurbo-Boyer-Moore or Shift-And algorithms we can use (δ,γ)Turbo-Boyer-Moore [10] or Shift-Plus [2]. The time complexity
of the algorithm is again linear.
5. δ-OCCURRENCE AND (δ,γ)-OCCURRENCE WITH
UNBOUNDED GAPS
The problem of computing δ-occurrence with unbounded gaps
is formally defined as follows: given a string t = t1 ,!, t n , a

pattern p = p1 ,!, p m and an integer δ, check if there is a δoccurrence of p with unbounded gaps in t. The problem is
trivial when we look for one δ-occurrence of p in text t. The
idea is to search for the first δ-occurrence of each symbol of p in
text t. In this way we first search for p1 , then for p2 , etc. The
algorithm is listed in figure 3. The time complexity of this
algorithm is easily proved to be linear O (n ) .
Unbounded − Gaps (t , p, n, m )
1. i = 1
2. for j=1 to n do
if t j =δ pi then
3.
4.
5.
6.

if i = m then {Report ( j ), Halt ()}
else i = i + 1
if i < m then Report (NoOccurrences )
Figure 3: Unbounded-Gaps algorithm

We saw above that it was trivial to solve the δ-occurrence with
unbounded gaps problem and that is because gaps are
unbounded and at the same time the error definition is local and
depends only on the current symbols. The above approach
cannot be applied in the case of computing a (δ,γ)-occurrence
with unbounded gaps. This problem is defined as follows: given
a string t = t1 ,!, t n , a pattern p = p1 ,!, p m and integers δ, γ
check if there is a (δ,γ)-occurrence of p with unbounded gaps in
t.
A simple algorithm for this problem is to use the algorithm
presented for the problem of computing a (δ,γ)-occurrence with
α-bounded gaps setting α = +∞ or an integer above n − 1 . This
value of α does not complicate the algorithm (in fact it makes it
simpler) and that is because matrix D can be defined as follows:

(

) (

 j , if t j =δ pi and Di −1, j −1 > 0
Di , j = 
 Di , j −1 , otherwise

)

The time complexity of this problem is O (mn ) as the one
described in section 3.
6. δ-OCCURRENCE MINIMIZING TOTAL
DIFFERENCE OF GAPS
The problem of computing a δ-occurrence of a pattern p in a
text t minimizing the total difference of gaps is formally stated
as follows: given a text string t = t1 ,!, t n , a pattern
p = p1 ,!, pn and an integer δ, check if there is a δ-occurrence
of p with gaps minimizing the quantity

m 2
∑ i =−1 Gi . The version

described in section 6 corresponds to a local constraint on the
length of the gaps, while the version described above
corresponds to a global constraint on the length of the gaps. We
only sketch the solution of the specific problem.
Initially, we construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
H = (V , E ) by traversing the text for each symbol pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m
and creating a node vij , 1 ≤ j ≤ n , whenever pi =δ t j . In this
way, for each symbol pi of pattern p we may create as many as
n nodes vij . Thus, we will have nm − m 2 (m + 1) nodes at most.

The construction is made in such a way that the nodes are
divided in layers of nodes, where each layer corresponds to the
δ-occurrences of a specific symbol pi of pattern p.
The set of edges E will be constructed as follows. Edges among
nodes of the same layer are forbidden. This is because we would
like the edges to represent all the different δ-occurrences of a
pattern p in text t. We introduce a new directed edge between
′

two nodes vij and vij′ if and only if i ′ = i + 1 and j ′ > j . All
nodes that correspond to a δ-occurrence of the symbol p1 , that
is nodes v1j that lie at the first layer, are connected to a node s

(s → v ) . All nodes that correspond to a δ-occurrence of the
symbol p are connected to a node d (v → d ). To each edge
we assign a cost proportional to the length of the gap defined by
this occurrence. In this way, the edge e = (v , v ) is given
j
1

j
m

m

i

j

j′
i +1

weight we = j ′ − j . Edges starting from s or ending at d are
given zero weights. It is obvious that in the worst case set Ε will

( )

have size O n 2 m . Concluding, we can compute set V in time

( )

O (nm ) while set E is computed in time O n 2 m . Thus, the time
complexity as well as the space complexity is asymptotically

( )

with some changes. First, the size of each gap is not bounded
and as a result we can assume that α = +∞ or that α ≥ n + 1 . In
addition, we need to keep track of the differences of consecutive
gaps. This can be accomplished by introducing a graph H ′
similar to that of section 6.
This graph, as described in the previous section maintains all
the information αbout the differences of consecutive gaps. This

( )

( )

graph is constructed in O n 2 m time and uses O n 2 m space. In
order to solve the problem in hand we just have to find a path
from node s ∈ H ′ to node d ∈ H ′ where each edge has
absolute weight less that ε. In order to accomplish this we first
scan the graph and throw away each edge with absolute weight
larger than ε. The resulting graph H ′′ has edges with weight
less than ε and as a result the problem can be solved by just
finding a path from node s to node d. In order to accomplish this
a DFS (Depth-First Search) scanning is enough.
The problem of (δ,γ)-occurrence with ε-bounded-difference gaps
is solved similar to section 3. In this case the fact that the gaps
are unbounded reduces the complexity of the solution since we
may extend the δ-occurrences of prefixes π i of the pattern p
based on the minimum δ-error between symbols of the pattern
and the text.

equal to O n 2 m . Applying a shortest path algorithm on this
graph would solve the problem of minimizing the sum of the
gaps in a δ-occurrence of pattern p in text t. This would incur a

8. δ-OCCURRENCE OF A SET OF STRINGS WITH
BOUNDED GAPS

time cost of O n 2 m since the graph H is a DAG. However, in
order to solve the problem described at the start of the section
we need to make a transformation on this graph.
From graph H we construct a new graph H ′ . H ′ is

Assume a set of strings w1 , w2 ,!, wm ∈ Σ* , where the size of
each string is arbitrary. The problem of computing a δoccurrence of a set of strings with bounded gaps is formally
defined as follows: given a text string t = t1 ,!, t n , a set of

( )

′

implemented by contracting two nodes vij and vij+1 that are

(

′

)

connected by the directed edge e = vij , vij+1 into a node ve′ . If
the edge

f =

(

′
′′
vij+1 , vij+ 2

)

does also exist in H (in H ′ is

represented by the node v′f ) then in H ′ we introduce the edge

(

)

e′ = ve′ , v′f . The weight of the edge e′ in H ′ is defined as the
difference between gap lengths corresponding to weights at
edges e and f in H. The new graph H ′ may have as many as

( )

( )

O n 2 m nodes and O n 2 m edges. Because of the fact that H ′
is a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) we can compute a shortest

( )

path in O n 2 m time by topologically sorting it. The
computation of the shortest path in this graph provides us with

( )

( )

the solution to this problem using O n 2 m space in O n 2 m
time.
7. δ-OCCURRENCE AND (δ,γ)-OCCURRENCE WITH
ε-BOUNDED DIFFERENCE GAPS

The problem of computing a δ-occurrence with ε-boundeddifference gaps is formally defined as follows: given a string
t = t1 ,!, t n , a pattern p = p1 ,!, p m and integers δ, ε check if
there is a δ-occurrence of p with gaps satisfying
Gi = g i , i +1 − g i +1, i + 2 < ε . This means that we demand that the
length of consecutive gaps differ by at most an integer ε.
We make use of the algorithm described in section 6 for
computing δ-occurrence minimizing total difference of gaps

strings w1 , w2 ,!, wm ∈ Σ* and an integer δ, check if there is a
δ-occurrence of each string
t [l1 !] =δ w1 ,

wi in text t such that if

t [l2 !] =δ w2 , . . .,

t [lm !] =δ wm

then

g1 = l2 − l1 ≤ ∆ and generally g i = li +1 − li ≤ ∆ . Note that all
wi must have an occurrence in text and that the appearance is
in strictly increasing order with respect to i. Note that gaps are
allowed only between strings wi .
We only give an outline of the solution. The approach will be
similar to that of section 3. Define the pattern p to be
p = w1w2 ! wm . Then, construct matrix D by finding in each
row i the δ-occurrence of the substring wi exactly as we did
when we tried to find the δ-occurrence of a single symbol pi .
This could be accomplished by using a simple algorithm with
character-by-character comparison.
The time complexity of such a procedure is linear as a function
of the length of the pattern wi . This procedure would incur time

((
O (n( w1 + w2 + " + wm )) .

cost

equal

to

O n w1 + w2 + " + wm

))

and

space

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced new versions of approximate string
matching with gaps. The innovation of the specific versions lies
in the conditions posed on the gaps between appearances of
consecutive pattern symbols in the text. We do not give the full
details of the algorithms but only a brief description, giving in

addition the time and space complexities they exhibit. The
proposed versions of approximate string matching are applied
mainly in the field of computer-aided musical analysis.
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